
Attention of the Trade and Authorized Courier is invited to the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”), the Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 (hereinafter referred to as “the Regulations”) issued in exercise of the powers conferred by Section 157 of the Act by the Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) vide Notification No. 36/2010-Customs (NT) dated 05.05.2010, CBEC Circular No. 58/2016-Customs-IV dated 02.12.2016 and the procedures stipulated in the earlier Notifications, Public Notice, Circular, etc.


3. Any difficulty in implementation of this Public Notice shall be reported to Additional Commissioner/ Joint Commissioner, New Courier Terminal, Near I.G.I. Airport, New Delhi.

[Signatures and stamps]